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Make your way back to California to enjoy the festivities in the Hollywood hills. During the holidays, the
fun starts here with fabulous parties, magic, and singing and dancing. Make a memorable holiday party

for your team that everyone will love. Whether its an elegant affair, or a crazy costume, this will be a day
that will stick in their memories. Get a taste of the Hollywood scene with open bars and lively parties. For
the ultimate entertainment, send your team up the Hollywood Walk of Fame. A fun and unique touch that
everyone will love. Get caught up on your favorite Hollywood celebrity gossip with CinemaBlend! Its the
ultimate destination for movie news and reviews. Moreover, your team will love the exclusive content

that will only be available to those with a subscription. Get the latest on actors, directors, and their
upcoming projects. Before your next adventure, have a look at the magazine and tell us what you think.
Chillin isnt the only thing in paradise! If your team can manage it, visit Burnout Paradise. Not only will

your coworkers appreciate the paradise setting, but they will also appreciate the exotic array of activities
for them to partake in. Take advantage of the great escape this community offers and ask your group to
spend their time doing the things they love. Enjoy some comfy sun loungers to while away the day, have

the help of the watersports hire team, be a foodie at the restaurants, or take the plunge into the
Blackpool dives. If youre willing to make the roadways a bit bumpy, you can take part in some

motorcycle racing, speedboat racing, or beach volleyball. Whatever your passion is, Burnout Paradise has
it all, just be sure to bring your best game for the event!
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